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Computer-Aided Diagnosis of Pulmonary
Fibrosis Using Deep Learning and CT Images
Andreas Christe, MD,* Alan A. Peters, MD,* Dionysios Drakopoulos, MD,* Johannes T. Heverhagen, PhD,*
Thomas Geiser, MD,† Thomai Stathopoulou, PhD,‡ Stergios Christodoulidis, PhD,‡
Marios Anthimopoulos, PhD,‡ Stavroula G. Mougiakakou, PhD,‡ and Lukas Ebner, MD*
Objectives: The objective of this study is to assess the performance of a computer-
aided diagnosis (CAD) system (INTACT system) for the automatic classification of
high-resolution computed tomography images into 4 radiological diagnostic cate-
gories and to compare this with the performance of radiologists on the same task.
Materials andMethods: For the comparison, a total of 105 cases of pulmonary
fibrosis were studied (54 cases of nonspecific interstitial pneumonia and 51 cases
of usual interstitial pneumonia). All diagnoses were interstitial lung disease board
consensus diagnoses (radiologically or histologically proven cases) and were retro-
spectively selected from our database. Two subspecialized chest radiologists made a
consensual ground truth radiological diagnosis, according to the Fleischner Society
recommendations. A comparison analysis was performed between the INTACT
system and 2 other radiologists with different years of experience (readers 1
and 2). The INTACT system consists of a sequential pipeline in which first the
anatomical structures of the lung are segmented, then the various types of patho-
logical lung tissue are identified and characterized, and this information is then
fed to a random forest classifier able to recommend a radiological diagnosis.
Results: Reader 1, reader 2, and INTACTachieved similar accuracy for classifying
pulmonary fibrosis into the original 4 categories: 0.6, 0.54, and 0.56, respectively,
with P > 0.45. The INTACT system achieved an F-score (harmonic mean
for precision and recall) of 0.56, whereas the 2 readers, on average, achieved
0.57 (P = 0.991). For the pooled classification (2 groups, with and without the
need for biopsy), reader 1, reader 2, and CAD had similar accuracies of 0.81,
0.70, and 0.81, respectively. The F-score was again similar for the CAD system
and the radiologists. The CAD system and the average reader reached F-scores
of 0.80 and 0.79 (P = 0.898).
Conclusions:We found that a computer-aided detection algorithm based on ma-
chine learning was able to classify idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis with similar ac-
curacy to a human reader.
Key Words: idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, computed tomography,
nonspecific interstitial pneumonia, usual interstitial pneumonia,
interstitial lung diseases, artificial intelligence, machine learning,
computer-assisted diagnosis
(Invest Radiol 2019;00: 00–00)
T he differential diagnosis of idiopathic interstitial pneumonias islargely based on a number of uniform criteria and guidelines that
have been proposed by the American Thoracic Society and the Euro-
pean Respiratory Society in Wells1 and Travis et al,2 and have been re-
cently updated by the white paper recommendations of the Fleischner
Society.3 Table 1 portrays the radiological patterns and how these asso-
ciate with the idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) diagnosis. Typically,
radiologists screen the patient's high-resolution computed tomogra-
phy (HRCT) for these usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) patterns
(ie, typical UIP, probable UIP, indeterminate for UIP, and non-IPF),
and along with a clinical board of pneumonologists and histopathol-
ogists, they decide on the diagnosis. In most of the cases, if any other
than typical or probable UIP pattern is identified, additional invasive
procedures, such as transbronchial or surgical biopsy, are required
for the final diagnosis.4 Early diagnosis is crucial for making funda-
mental treatment decisions, particularly for IPF or nonspecific inter-
stitial pneumonia (NSIP), whereas a misdiagnosis may lead to life-
threatening complications. It is well understood that biopsy-proven
NSIP cases improve under the treatment of steroids and that
pirfenidone increases the survival rate of IPF patients.5,6
Correct pattern identification on computed tomography (CT) im-
ages plays a central role in the diagnosis and further treatment of patients
with interstitial lung disease (ILD), even more so in conjunction with the
recently proposed Fleischner Society recommendations. These guide-
lines aim to expand the role of CT for the diagnosis of IPFs. However,
pattern recognition on CT can be challenging, even for subspecialized
chest radiologists. Radiologists find it difficult to identify such CT pat-
terns inHRCTs, and interreader variability is high.7 Performing a surgical
biopsy exposes the patient to the potential risks of general anesthesia and
requires at least a short hospital stay, which increases common health care
costs. Moreover, lung biopsies have a potential risk of bleeding or even
death and are not always diagnostic. Thus, supporting tools, such as
computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems for CT pattern detection
and disease classification, have the potential to improve the radiological
diagnosis of pulmonary fibrosis. In particular, the combination of ma-
chine learning approaches, advanced segmentation algorithms, and
clinical data (sex, age, etc) can provide the opportunity for the develop-
ment of a lung fibrosis CAD system.8–11 Computer-aided diagnosis
systems have been thoroughly investigated for a variety of clinical ap-
plications, and previous investigators have reported their usefulness in
various scenarios.12–19
Despite the extensive research that has been undertaken on the
quantification of pathological lung tissue on CT images,20–24 no pul-
monary diagnosis pipeline or system has yet been proposed that is able
to suggest automatically a final diagnostic decision for a case. Van
Ginneken et al25 proposed an automatic method for the segmentation
of lung fields into 42 regions, followed by a classification step, which
assigns to each region a confidence value for being abnormal. The
product of the individual confidence values provides a global diagnosis
on the abnormality of the whole lung. Fukushima et al26 proposed the
use of an artificial neural network that combines 10 clinical parameters
with 23 HRCT features to provide a final differential diagnosis.
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However, the HRCT features used were not computed automatically
but rated manually by radiologists.
The purpose of this study was to assess the performance of the
INTACT system—a CAD designed for the automatic classification of
IPF cases into radiological diagnostic CT patterns, as based on HRCT
chest images and clinical markers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Databases
For the purposes of this study, multiple databases were used for
the training and evaluation of the different components of the system.More
details about each database are contained in the following paragraphs.
Lung Tissue Research Consortium Database
The Lung Tissue Research Consortium database (LTRC-DB;
https://ltrcpublic.com) is a resource program of the National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute that provides CT scans, as well as biospecimens
to qualified investigators for use in their research. The LTRCwas originally
created in 2005 by the National Institutes of Health and is composed of 4
clinical centers from around the United States: Mayo Clinic Rochester,
University of Michigan–Ann Arbor, University of Pittsburgh, and Temple
University. Each center contributes to the recruitment and enrollment of
protocol-eligible participants, aswell as to the procurement of the data. This
library contains caseswith different lung diseases alongwith annotations of
the lung parenchyma, the airways, and pathological tissue. There are more
than 100 cases with proven ILD diagnosis.
Multimedia Database of Interstitial Lung Diseases
The multimedia database for ILDs (MD-ILD; http://medgift.
hevs.ch/wordpress/databases/ild-database/)27 was developed within the
framework of the Talisman project at the University Hospital of Geneva
and is made publicly available. The database consists of HRCT image
series of 10-mm slice spacing with annotated regions of pathological
lung tissue and the lung parenchyma along with clinical parameters
from patients with pathologically proven diagnoses of ILDs. The library
contains cases from 128 patients affected with 1 of the 13 histological
diagnoses of ILDs, 108 image series with 1946 delineated polygons
(more than 3 million pixels) of annotated lung tissue patterns, as well
as a comprehensive set of 99 clinical parameters related to ILDs.
Inselspital Interstitial Lung Diseases Database
The Inselspital ILD database (INSEL-DB) can be split into
2 parts based on the accompanying annotations. The first part consists
of 60 unique HRCT lung scans with annotated tissue from 2 radiologists
(INSEL-DB-Seg), and the second consists of 105 HRCT lung scans pro-
vided by the ILD board of Bern University Hospital, in which
pneumologists, radiologists, and pathologists have diagnosed the patients
according to international guidelines3 (INSEL-DB-Diag: 54NSIP and 51
IPF cases). The first database (INSEL-DB-Seg) was used for the training
of the pathological tissue segmentation, whereas the second (INSEL-DB-
Diag) was used for the diagnosis. Computed tomography scans were ret-
rospectively collected with irreversible data anonymization from October
2015 to June 2017. Imageswere acquired on a third-generation dual-source
CT (Somatom Definition Flash; Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim,
Germany). Computed tomography scans were performed during the end-
inspiratory phase using the breath-hold technique with patients in the su-
pine position, from the apex of the lung to the costodiaphragmatic recess
with a slice thickness of 1 mm. A tube voltage from 100 to 120 kVp and
a reference mAs from 100 to 120 were applied. On the 128-detector scan-
ner, a collimation of 128  0.6 mm was used, with a pitch of 0.6. A slice
thickness of 1mmwas reconstructed, with a SAFIRE (SinogramAffirmed
Iterative Reconstruction) level 3 and with a hard lung kernel of I70f. More-
over, any associated clinical and biochemical data (eg, sex, age, smoking
history, duration of illness, lung function tests, results of blood tests) were
gathered to investigate whether they correlate with the actual diagnosis of
each case, so they can provide information additional to the radiological
data. Institutional board approval for the diagnosis was waived due to the
retrospective collection of the patients.
Themedian age in theUIPgroupwas 70 years (range, 49–84years),
and the group consisted of 11 female and 40 male patients. This
group included 38 IPF cases, 8 cases of rheumatoid arthritis, and
5 connective tissue disease patients, with accompanying pulmonary
fibrosis and UIP patterns. In the NSIP group, the median age was
64 years (range, 38–83 years), with 20 female and 34 male patients,
consisting of 5 idiopathic NSIP patients and 49 cases with the known
etiology of NSIP: 24 hypersensitivity pneumonitis, 7 antisynthetase
syndrome, 6 medication related, 4 rheumatoid arthritis, 3 systemic
sclerosis, 3 sarcoidosis, and 2 Sjögren syndrome patients.
Radiologists HRCT Readout
Two chest radiology specialists classified the cases into the 4
UIP CT patterns of Table 1 through consensus, according to the
Fleischner Society recommendations,3 to establish the ground truth.
The radiologists first reviewed and classified all cases independently
and then met to discuss the cases without agreement to determine the
classification through consensus. This radiological consensus repre-
sented the ground truth for further calculations. Moreover, a radiologist
with 10 years (reader 1) of experience in chest imaging and a chest fel-
low with 4 years (reader 2) of experience read the images on a Picture
Archiving and Communication System (PACS Sectra, Linköping,
TABLE 1. Diagnostic Categories of UIP, Based on CT Patterns3
Features Characteristics
Typical UIP CT pattern Reticulation, honeycombing, absence of
features suggesting a non-IPF diagnosis
Basal and subpleural
Probable UIP CT pattern Reticulation, absence of features suggesting
a non-IPF diagnosis
Basal and subpleural
CT pattern indeterminate
for UIP
Reticulation with inconspicuous features
suggestive of a non-UIP pattern
Variable or diffuse
CT features most consistent
with a non-IPF diagnosis
Any of the following: predominant consolidation,
extensive pure ground glass opacity
(without acute exacerbation), extensive mosaic
attenuation with extensive sharply defined
lobular air trapping on expiration, diffuse nodules or cysts
Upper, mid-lung, or peribronchovascular
predominant or subpleural sparing
UIP indicates usual interstitial pneumonia; CT, computed tomography.
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Sweden). Lung windows settings were used to read the hard kernel re-
constructions (I70f ). Both radiologists were blinded to the ground truth
and had to classify the cases into the 4 categories.
CAD System HRCT Readout
The INTACT systemwas implemented for the diagnosis support
of IPF cases using HRCT images. INTACTwas designed by biomedical
engineers and trained by chest radiologists and pulmonologists from
our University. Such a CAD system typically consists of 3 stages: (1)
lung anatomy segmentation, (2) lung tissue characterization, and (3) di-
agnosis. In Figure 1, an overview of the overall pipeline is presented. In
the following sections, a description of each component is presented.
Anatomy Segmentation
For the anatomy segmentation, awell-established algorithm from
the literature was used to segment the airways and the lung parenchyma.
This algorithm has been implemented in house, and its hyperparameters
were defined using the LTRC-DB. This algorithm does not include a
training component, and it is based on simple region growing,
thresholding, and morphological operations. The pipeline is based on
publications28–31 and consists of the following steps: (1) extraction of
large airways, (2) segmentation of lung regions; (3) separation of the left
and right lungs; and (4) morphological 3-dimensional smoothing.
Tissue Characterization
After the segmentation of the lung parenchyma has been com-
pleted, a convolutional neural network (CNN) is used for the character-
ization of the pathological lung tissue. For the implementation, training,
and evaluation of this step, the pathological tissue segmentations from
MD-ILD and INSEL-DB-Seg were used. Examples of the ground truth
annotation polygons of the pathological tissue are presented in Figure 2
(top row).
Interstitial lung diseases typically consist of an admixture of the fol-
lowing basic tissue pathologies: reticulation, honeycombing, ground glass
opacity (GGO), consolidation, micronodules, and normal lung. The pro-
posed system for the pathological tissue segmentation uses texture classifi-
cation schemes to detect, classify, and calculate the extent of pathological
tissue on CT images. The suggested quantification scheme for lung dis-
ease takes as input a section of a 2-dimensional CT slice of interest and
uses a purely CNN scheme to calculate a corresponding label map with
a single tissue class for each pixel. The proposed architecture is designed
in such away that the pixels are the training samples instead of the CT im-
ages. Thus, the number of training samples is of the order of 10,6 and there-
fore, training of such a deep network is possible.We adopted a 5-fold cross-
validation scheme to ensure the validity of the results stratified on a patient
level. The balanced accuracy of the proposed CNN averaged over all folds
was 81.8%. A few examples are presented in Figure 2. More details about
the design and training of the CNN are presented in Anthimopoulos et al.32
Diagnosis
The diagnosis support module is the final step of the pipeline, in
which all previous outputs are aggregated to achieve a final diagnosis.
The diagnosis labels from INSEL-DB-Diag along with the associated
clinical parameters (age, sex, etc) were used for the evaluation of this step.
To calculate the distribution of the different pathological tissue
types in the different areas of the lung, an additional step was used that
divided each lung into 6 regions (upper-central/peripheral, middle-central/
peripheral, lower-central/peripheral). For this step, a volume-based split
was used for the upper, middle, and lower segmentation, whereas for
the central and peripheral segments, k-means clustering was applied
FIGURE 1. CAD (INTACT system) overall scheme.
FIGURE 2. Output examples of the segmentationmodel for tissue characterization. Top row, ground truth; bottom row,model output. Each example has a
different pattern annotated. From left to right: healthy (blue), GGO (purple), micronodules (green), consolidation (yellow), reticulation (orange) and
honeycombing (red).
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and was calculated for the distances from the center of mass and the
border. Particularly, the center of mass was calculated in terms of the av-
erage of the x, y, and z coordinates of all the pixels that reside within the
lung parenchyma, then the distance of each of the pixels within the lung
and the center of mass was calculated. Moreover, the distance of each
pixel from the closest border pixel was calculated using the fast marching
method (scikit-fmm). Each of the pixels was described by these 2 values
and clustered using a k-means algorithm into 2 clusters that split the
lung in peripheral and central. The intersection of the aforementioned
segments produces a total of 12 segments in both lungs; an example
is presented in Figure 3. The distribution of pathological tissue as esti-
mated by the tissue characterization CNN is calculated over each seg-
ment, and these are used as features together with the clinical data
(age, sex, etc) to train multiple one-versus-all random forest classifiers
to classify the lung fibrosis for each case into (1) a typical UIP CT
pattern, (2) a probable UIP CT pattern, (3) a CT pattern indeterminate
for UIP, and (4) CT features that are most consistent with a non-IPF di-
agnosis (Table 1, Lynch et al3). In total, 90 features were used, which
were composed of clinical parameters, the distribution of the patholog-
ical tissue in the 12 regions, as well as some extra features that were cal-
culated over the total extend of the lung (eg, total extend of pathological
tissue, total extend of GGO, etc). The random forest was configured to
use 200 decision trees and no more than 5 features per leaf.
The different steps of the CAD system required approximately
6minutes per case for the scan to be properly processed and for a diagnosis
to be available. In Figure 4, 2 example cases are presented (Typical UIP,
non-IPF) along with the output of the pathological tissue segmentation step
on a single slice and a radial histogram visualization of the distribution of
pathological tissue in the whole lung. For all calculations, we used a
CPU implementation running on an Intel Core i7-5960X CPU, except
for the tissue characterization, for which we used a NVIDIA GeForce
GTX TITAN GPU. The steps needed the following mean times:
• Lung and airways segmentation, 47.1 seconds,
• ILD pathology quantification, 192.4 seconds, and
• Diagnosis support, 124.4 seconds.
Experimental Setup
Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and positive predictive values
were calculated for the readers and the proposed CAD system, using
the independent chest radiology experts' consensus classification
(1–4) as the ground truth. Positive predictive value (precision) and sen-
sitivity (recall) were used to calculate the F-score (harmonic mean for
precision and recall).
McNemar test was used to compare the sensitivity, specificity,
and accuracy between the readers and the CAD system. Comparison
of proportions was used to compare the F-scores. The significance level
was set to 0.05. MedCalc version 15.0 (MedCalc Software, Ostend,
Belgium) was used. The 4 categories were first analyzed unpooled for
all entries. Then the 4 groups were pooled into 2 categories: (a) cases
needing a biopsy for further diagnostic testing, according to the
Fleischner SocietyWhite Paper3 (groups 3 and 4), and (b) cases without
further need for diagnostic testing (groups 1 and 2). A separate analysis
of the correct classification into these 2 groups was performed for the
findings of the readers and the machine. Furthermore, interobserver
agreement between the radiologists and between the radiologists and
FIGURE 3. An example of the lung partitioning in 12 regions. From left to
right: craniocaudal splitting, central-peripheral splitting, and their
intersection.
FIGURE 4. Interstitial lung disease pathological lung tissue quantification (middle column) and visualization using radial histograms (right column) similar to
that used in.31 Each sector denotes a region of the lung and is split into 2 parts, one for the central (inner) and one for peripheral (outer). The color scheme
denotes the pathological tissue similar to Figure 2. Solid lines denote the division of left and right lungs. Top case is a typical UIP and bottom a non-IPF.
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the machine was calculated individually from the weighted Kappa, as
follows: slight (0–0.2), fair (0.21–0.4), moderate (0.41–0.6), substantial
(0.61–0.8), and almost perfect agreement (0.81–1).
RESULTS
Fleischner Classification
Reader 1, reader 2, and CAD demonstrated similar (no significant
difference) accuracy for classifying the pulmonary fibrosis, according to
the Fleischner Society Guidelines3: 0.6, 0.54, and 0.56, respectively, with
P > 0.45. The CAD system achieved an F-score (harmonic mean for pre-
cision and recall) of 0.56, whereas the 2 readers on average achieved
0.57 (P = 0.991).
Fleischner Pooled Classification
When the 4 classification groups were pooled into the group re-
quiring further workup (groups 3 and 4) and into the group for which
the diagnosis was clear without biopsy (UIP group 1 and 2), the accu-
racy increased. Reader 1, reader 2, and the CAD again scored similar
accuracies: 0.81, 0.70, and 0.81, respectively. Reader 2 was slightly in-
ferior to reader 1 (without reaching the level of statistical significance)
and CAD, with P values of 0.059 and 0.189, respectively. The sensitiv-
ities for choosing the cases that needed further workups were similar for
reader 1, reader 2, and CAD, at 0.86, 0.84, and 0.79, respectively, and
P > 0.39. The CAD system demonstrated the best specificity; the specific-
ities for reader 1, reader 2, andCADwere 0.63, 0.44, and 0.67, respectively.
The CAD system performed significantly better than reader 2 (P = 0 .012)
and just as well as reader 1 (P = 0.773). The specificity of reader 1 was sig-
nificantly higher than that of reader 2 (P = 0.037). The F-score was again
similar for the CAD system and the readers. TheCAD and themean reader
F-scores were 0.80 and 0.79 (P = 0.898), respectively.
Interobserver Agreement
Reader 1 versus reader 2 demonstrated fair interreader agree-
ments, with aweighted kappa (±standard error) of 0.30 ± 0.08 for group
4 (unpooled) and 0.3 ± 0.1 for group 2 (pooled) classifications. The
CAD system versus reader 1 demonstrated moderate classification
agreement, with aweighted kappa of 0.47 ± 0.08 and 0.54 ± 0.1, respec-
tively, for the unpooled and pooled classifications. Compared with
reader 2, the agreement was only fair: 0.33 ± 0.08 and 0.3 ± 0.09, re-
spectively. The interreader agreement of the 2 chest experts, who set
the ground truth, was substantial: weighted kappa was 0.63 ± 0.08
and 0.66 ± 0.1 for the unpooled and pooled classifications, respectively.
DISCUSSION
The accuracy of the proposed CAD system for dichotomous
classification into the group needing further intervention and the group
without the need for further workups was as good as that of the radiol-
ogists. The automated system even outperformed the inexperienced ra-
diologist, in terms of the specificity for patient identification requiring
subsequent intervention. Demonstrating the best specificity means hav-
ing the lowest false-positive rate in the group undergoing further
workups. This rate is important, if we consider the high mortality and
morbidity of surgical wedge resection of the lung on the one hand
and the low operability of this group on the other.33 Our results support
the beneficial implementation of a computer-aided diagnostic algo-
rithm. As dedicated chest radiologists are scarce, and IPF is almost con-
sidered to be an orphan disease, it is difficult to build the required
expertise in this field. Under these circumstances, the importance of
CAD solutions becomes evident, which highlights the importance of
such a CAD system.
There has beenmuch discussion of whether the Fleischner Society
White Paper on classifying pulmonary fibrosis into 4 groups and
recommending interventions in only 2 of these groups should be
accepted. Some even feel that biopsy is needed for 3 groups (including
the group with a probable UIP CT pattern).4,34 The authors believe that
the number of biopsies can be even further reduced in a proper setting
of multidisciplinary ILD boards, with follow-up of these patients. The
pattern recognitionmethod is certainly a promising approach for classify-
ing the probability of IPF today; however, with increasing precision and
recall of CAD for ILD, it may be possible to skip this classification and
then call the disease by its name.
The accuracy of all readers (CAD inclusive) between 0.5 and 0.6
for the unpooled classification is not particularly high, but is still sub-
stantially above the level of chance, as 4 classes were considered. In
practice, differentiation between groups 1 and 2 is less important than
differentiation between group 2 and 3, as the diseases are labeled IPF
for both groups 1 and 2. The positive predictive value for IPF is 80%
in group 2, so a biopsy is not recommended for the first 2 groups.3
For all other cases (groups 3 and 4), a biopsywould be needed. Therefore,
it is important to differentiate between those patients with and without the
need for biopsy. There is an ongoing debate whether a surgical lung bi-
opsy is essential in probable UIP cases.34 Although, there is mild evi-
dence against the biopsy,3 this issue needs further validation in future
investigations. To appreciate the performance of the readers and the
CAD system, one has to examine the results for the dichotomous differ-
entiation into the group with and without the need for biopsy; the accu-
racy rate of 0.81 more appropriately represents the performance of both
the radiologists and the machine. This accuracy is comparable with the
results published by Depeursinge et al.35 The relatively low accuracy
for classifying pulmonary fibrosis is a recognized phenomenon in chest
imaging in general. Watadani et al36 reported a disagreement in identi-
fying simple honeycombing of the lungs in 29% among experts. As ra-
diologists and the CAD system did not have the same false-positive and
false-negative cases, there is also the potential of CAD to help radiolo-
gists classify the UIP pattern. Further analyses evaluating the use of this
CAD as second reader and the potential reduction of the interobserver
variability are part of an ongoing study. For the next iteration of the
INTACT-CAD, we are aiming to implement a 3-dimensional texture
analysis on a new batch of annotated CT images of volume scans. This
strategy will allow for a substantial increase in accuracy to help in min-
imizing the total number of required lung biopsies.
It should be noted that our study suffers from a few limitations.
One of the limitations is that the number of cases was low. For more
significant results, we are currently conducting a larger-scale study
using an improved version of the CAD. However, given the low
prevalence of interstitial lung fibrosis, these results are of consider-
able impact. Another limitation of the study is introduced by a num-
ber of algorithmic failures, such as undersegmentation of the lung
field or a failure to split the left/right lungs. Such failures are mostly
due to radiological or anatomical characteristics, such as high-
intensity pathologies (eg, extensive consolidation near the lung
edges) or touching lungs. These failures are then propagated in the
following steps, dropping the overall performance of the system.
In the next version of the system, the manual intervention of the ra-
diologists will be investigated to reduce such failures. Furthermore,
only cases of pulmonary fibrosis were covered in this study, due to
the fine-tuning of our CAD toward fibrosis; a pattern extension for
the algorithm will be implemented in later versions. Furthermore,
we included the idiopathic forms of pulmonary fibrosis, and we also
allowed for diseases with associated pulmonary fibrosis to be in-
cluded, and this may have confounded these results.
The diagnosis of ILDs is a challenging task; therefore, the forma-
tion of interdisciplinary ILD boards in university centers proved to be
very useful.3,4 In our study, the interrater agreement of the 2 radiologists
who set the ground truth was between moderate and perfect. To over-
come this downside, the radiologists met again for a second consensus
read out of the cases without agreement. This study stayed on the level
of the radiological diagnosis (4 UIP classifications), because the
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radiological diagnosis of typical UIP pattern replaces the tissue sam-
pling. Our approach for a robust ground truth and robust CADmay im-
prove when using more image date for machine learning and more
radiologist with a consensus annotation. Future CADs should also pro-
vide a diagnosis on the level of the ILD-board, and for training of such a
system, all cases must be used: radiologically or histopathologically
approved diagnosis.
To conclude, in this study, we present a preliminary evaluation of
an integrated pipeline for the automatic classification of IPF. A multi-
step approach is used for the segmentation of anatomical structures of
the lung cavity, the segmentation of lung pathological tissue, and finally
the classification into a radiological diagnostic CT pattern. In summary,
we found that a machine learning-supported computer-aided detection
algorithm was able to classify IPF with similar accuracy to a human
reader. Moreover, the computer algorithm delivered results comparable
to those of radiologists when grouping fibrosis patterns according to the
Fleischner Society's newest recommendation.
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